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The 4x4x4 cube is the next puzzle in the Rubik's cube series, known as
the Rubik's Revenge. Although seems to be much more diﬃcult than the famous 3x3, solving the
4x4 Rubik's revenge is very similar to it and requires only few more algorithms to learn.

Learn how to solve a 3x3 cube ﬁrst
In order to solve the 4x4 cube you will need to know how to solve a 3x3 Rubik's cube ﬁrst. If you are
not familiar with the soluFon or do not remember it, please go and review the 3x3 soluFon before
you conFnue. It is best to master the 3x3 soluFon before going for the 4x4, though it's not a must.

Move Nota9ons
Same move notaFon rules apply for the 4x4 cube as well, with only 2 diﬀerences:
1. Lower-case leMers mean turning 2 layers of the corresponding face.
2. "2" before the face leMer (e.g. 2R) means moving only the internal layer of the corresponding
face.

[r]

[ 2R ]

Mechanics
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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The 4x4 mechanics is a bit diﬀerent from the classic 3x3 Rubik's cube. There is no single center
piece, but 4 center pieces per color; therefore they are not ﬁxed in their posiFons.

No ﬁxed Center pieces: There are no ﬁxed center pieces in the 4x4 cube, meaning
these center pieces can move around the cube, and replace places with each other (unlike the 3x3
where yellow will always remain opposite to white, for example). That means we cannot determine
the cube color-scheme by looking at the center pieces (we'll use memory, or corner pieces). As
menFoned, there are 4 center pieces for each color. For 4 center pieces solved together we call a
center block. (In the image: example of a solved red center block)

MulFple edge pieces: every edge piece in the 4x4 cube has an idenFcal edge piece
around the cube, meaning there are 2 edge pieces of every type (e.g. 2 yellow-red edge pieces). In
the 2nd step we are going to pair them up together. For 2 idenFcal edge pieces paired-up together
we call an edge block. (In the image: example of a paired red-blue edge block)

Save money
today...

The solu9on
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 1: Solving the center pieces
The ﬁrst step is about completely solving the 6 center blocks, which are 24 pieces in total. We'll
start by solving the 1st center block. Good luck!
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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In this guide I chose the yellow color to begin with. Solving the ﬁrst center block should be fairly
easy, as there are no pieces to preserve. Here is how you should approach it: Start by matching 2
center pieces adjacently to each other, and bring the 3rd & 4th pieces to them.
Example: solving the 4th center piece.

Solu9on:[ r' F r ]

Explana9on: by doing an r' move you will bring down the upper-right yellow center piece on the
top face into the front face (now it will adjacently match the center piece on front face), then an F
move to align both pieces on the right side of the front face, and ﬁnally an r move to bring them
both upwards into the top face, and form a complete yellow center block.
If the yellow piece on the front face were on a diﬀerent posiFon in the front face (out of the 4
possible posiFons), you could just make some F turns to adjust it. Same goes for the top face.
I kept the instrucFons short for this part, as it's an intuiFve part. Just take some Fme to pracFce the
movements of the 4x4 cube, and you will shortly master the ability to create center blocks
intuiFvely.
The 2nd center block: The second center block to solve needs to be the opposite in color to the
previous we've just solved: Since we'd just solve the yellow center block, now we should solve the
white center block (This applies only to original color scheme cubes! Where yellow is in opposite to
white, red to orange, and blue to green. )
Flip the cube upside down, so the yellow center block will be on boMom. The way to solve the white
center block is by reposiFoning the white center pieces, one by one (or in pairs), into the top face
(without harming the solved center block on boMom of course).
Since the only pieces to preserve are the boMom & top centers, you can freely turn: F / B / R / L
layers.
The way to "upload" a center piece from a side face (F / B / R / L) into the Upper face is using the
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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following moves:
Example: uploading 2 white center pieces from the F face (same for all faces).

Solu9on: [ r' F2 r ]

Explana9on: since we have to preserve the center pieces at the boMom, just doing an r / l move is
not enough. Therefore, we make an r' move and take down the non-white center pieces on top into
the F face, then switch them with the 2 white pieces, by doing F2. (There are 2 yellow pieces on the
back face at the moment, which will go back into their solved posiFon in the next move). Now we'll
ﬁnally reverse the r' move by doing an r move. The white pieces are now correctly posiFoned on
the top face, and all yellow pieces on the boMom remained unharmed.
This is an important idea in understanding the 4x4 soluFon. It's just like an "elevator" move, we
bring down the "elevator" toward the pieces we want to reposiFon, "upload" the pieces into the
"elevator", and elevaFng them upwards into the solved posiFon. That way we are able to posiFon
pieces while preserving already solved pieces.
When 3 center pieces are on top:
Same idea is implemented here: We'll use the elevator idea as well. In
fact the algorithm is almost similarSolu9on: [ r' F r ]
The only diﬀerence is that we have to make only single F turn, because one white piece was already
"inside" the elevator.
If the 3 white pieces on top, or the piece on the front face, are posiFoned diﬀerently than in the
example, all you have to do is just some U / F turns to adjust them like in the image and solve.

http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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The 3rd center block: we can choose any of the remaining four colors to be the third block to solve.
In this guide I chose red.
It is best to rotate (ﬂip) the cube so the solved center blocks (yellow & white) will be on the R & L
faces.

Make some r/r' & U/F/B/D moves to form 2 adjacent red pieces. Rotate
(ﬂip) the cube so they will appear on the top face (yellow & white sFll on R & L faces). Then make
some U turns, if needed, in order to align the 2 red center pieces on the lec side of the top face(see
image for lec/right internal side explanaFons) (can be the right side as well, I'm personally used to
lec since I'm right-handed), like in the example below (right image):

Example: forming 2 adjacent red pieces.
Solu9on: [ U' r U ]

Explana9on: we'll make a U' move (so when we'll make the r move, the two red pieces will become
adjacent to each other, and not diagonal), then we'll make the r move to pair-up the 2 red center
pieces, and ﬁnally we'll make a U move to align them both on the lec.
Solving the remaining 2 pieces: The best way to do it is by posiFoning one red center piece on the
lec side (internal lec) of the cube, and the second on the right side, then making an r/r' move to
pair them up. In the following example, both of the remaining pieces are on the right side (internal
right) of the cube (one is on the top face):

http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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Solu9on: [ F2 r' F r ]

Explana9on: First we'll make an F2 move to reposiFon one piece into the lec side (so the next r'
move will not aﬀect it, and it will pair up with the piece currently on top) (The reason we make F2,
and not F', is because that in the next move we want them to pair-up adjacently to each other, and
not diagonally). Then we'll make the r' move to pair-up the pieces. Now we'll make an F move to
align both pieces on the right side of front face. Finally we'll make an r move to solve them into
their ﬁnal posiFon on the top face, so all 4 red center pieces are completely solved.
*This example above applies to all possible cases, as by doing r/r' & F/B/D/U moves you can
posiFon the 2 remaining center pieces into the same situaFon and solve the same way.
The 4th center block: The fourth center block to solve is the opposite in color to the one we've just
solved,
meaning the orange (again, applies only to original color-scheme cubes, where the orange is
opposite to red).
First we'll ﬂip the cube upside down so the red center will be on the boMom face (yellow & white
sFll on L & R faces). We'll have to bring all the orange center pieces into the top layer. Hopefully
some of them are already there.
We'll use the "elevator" principle to upload the orange pieces into the top, without harming the red
pieces on the boMom. Here is an example to how it's done:

Solu9on: [ r' F' r U ]

Explana9on: ﬁrst we'll make the r' move, to take down the "elevator" with the non-orange center
pieces on top. Then we'll make an F' move to upload the piece into the elevator (Doing F', and not
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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F2, is just right, in order to match-up adjacently with the orange piece on top). Next we'll make the
r move to elevate the elevator back up into the solved posiFon. Finally we'll make a U move to align
both pieces on the lec side of the center (in order to "free" the elevator for the next 2 pieces).
Solving the remaining 2 center pieces: the best way to solve the remaining 2 pieces is by
reposiFoning 1 piece at a Fme into the top layer, using the elevator principle:

Solu9on: [ r' F r ]

(If you forgot, we cannot just make an [r] move, because there are red center pieces to preserve on
the boMom)
Explana9on: we'll make an r' move (taking down the "elevator"), then we'll make an F move to
upload the orange piece into it, ﬁnally we'll make an r move to upload the orange center piece into
the solved posiFon. (Note: again, using the elevator principle, no red center piece, or yellow/white
was harmed).
Now we'll apply again the exact same idea for the last center piece:

Solu9on: [ F2 r' F r ]

Explana9on: First we'll make an F2 move to posiFon the orange piece on the lec internal side on
the cube (We make F2, and not F, because we want it to adjacently match the other orange piece
that will go down the next more). Then we'll make an r' move (taking down the elevator), then an F
move to upload both pieces into the "elevator". Finally we'll upload both pieces with an r move,
and solve the enFre orange center block.

http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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The 5th & 6th center blocks: The last 2 center blocks are solved simultaneously, as by solving 1
color, the other color pieces will automaFcally end up in the opposite center, which is the only
available center lec.
Important! These centers can be solved correctly, and incorrectly. Let's choose the green color to
ﬁnd out its correct posiFon (out of the 2 available places to be). According to the original color
scheme, when the yellow color is on top, and the red color is on the front face- the green should be
on the right.
Flip the cube so the green-to-be face will be on top.
Solving these last 2 centers is easier than its looks, and it is done by doing r2 & U/B moves only.
1) First get 2 adjacent green pieces on the top layer (most probably it's already there), and align
them to the lec. Here is how to do it:
PosiFon a green center piece on the lec side, using some U moves. Make an r2 move, and see
whether 2 adjacent green pieces formed on the top face. If so make a U/U' move to align them
both on the lec side, and make another r2 to reverse and bring everything back to place.
If acer doing the ﬁrst r2 move you have no adjacent green colors, reverse the r2 move, and make
some D moves (look at the boMom face to see how many needed), so when you'll make another r2
move again, a green piece will be reposiFoned into the top and will match-up with the green piece
which is already there.
Example:

BoWom face looks like: (x rota9on)

Solu9on: [ D' r2 U' r2 ]

In this case, there is no exisFng green pair on top already (Look only at the lec image for notaFons).
Explana9on: ﬁrst a D/D' move is required so the next r2 move will form an adjacent pair of green
centers on the top. Then an r2 move to match-up 2 green pieces together (elevator comes
upwards), then a U' move to align both green pieces on the lec side ("unloading" from the
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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elevator). Finally an r2 move to reverse all the other pieces back to place (elevator goes back
down).
2) Solving the other 2 green pieces into the top face: There are two opFons here- whether only one
piece is on the boMom, or both pieces are on the boMom.
If one piece is on top: the easier case. Align the green center piece on the boMom to the lec side of
the boMom face (by doing D/D'), in a way that by the next r2 move it will adjacently match with the
second green piece. Make an r2 move and match-up the 2 green center pieces. Then just make a
D/D' move to align both pieces on the right side of the boMom center. Finally make an r2 move to
upload both pieces into the top. All green pieces are solved now, and all blue pieces are on the
boMom (All center pieces are solved!)
Example:

Solu9on: [ D r2 D' r2 ]

If both pieces are on the boMom: there are 2 possible cases- adjacent or diagonal to each otherDiagonal: [ r2 D/D' r2 ]. ExplanaFon: make an r2 move so one green piece will go upwards into the
top layer. Then make a D/D' move to reposiFon the remaining green piece on the boMom into the
second available spot on the lec side, so it will adjacently match the second piece currently on top
once it will come back down the next move. Now make an r2 move to bring the green piece back
down. The green center pieces are now adjacently to each other- ConFnue according to the
adjacent case instrucFons below.
Adjacent: [ r2 D2 r2 ]. ExplanaFon: align both green pieces into the lec side of the center area at
the boMom (by doing some D/D' moves), then make an r2 move (elevator principle), Do a D2 move
to put both green pieces into the right side (in order to being liced upwards the next move), and
ﬁnally reverse the r2 move to bring the green centers into the top face and completely solve the
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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green (& blue!) center block!. (See example below)
Example:

BoWom looks like: (x rota9on)

Solu9on: [ D' r2 D2 r2 ]

That’s it! You had solved all 6 center blocks correctly to each other. I recommend you to stop here
and pracFce on solving all center blocks of the 4x4 cube Fll you feel comfortable in doing so
intuiFvely. It shouldn't be too hard for an experienced 3x3 Rubik's cube solver to do so in a day or
two.

Step 2- Pairing-up all edge pieces

The second step is about pairing-up all the edge pieces with their idenFcal twins on
the 4x4 cube, into edge blocks. There are 12 edge-blocks to solve, meaning 24 edge pieces in total.
At the image to the right you can see an example of 2 white-blue edge pieces matched-up together
into one edge block (a white-blue edge block)
The edge blocks permutaFons around the cube are completely meaningless at this step.
Solving the ﬁrst 4 edge blocks:
The way to go here is by pairing-up the edge pieces into blocks and storing them on the top &
boMom faces (=8 available places. We'll start with the 4 on top). Remember you are free to make
any U/D/B/R/L/F moves you want, as non on them aﬀect the center pieces.
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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Here is how it's done:
Look for 2 idenFcal edge pieces that are posiFoned like in the image, then execute the next
algorithm:

Algorithm: [ d R U R' d' ]

This algorithm is pairing-up the two edge pieces into a block and storing them on the top face,
without harming any center piece. Here's how: by doing a d move, the 2 edge-pieces will pair-up.
Then using the R move the formed edge-block will move upwards into the top layer. Next we'll
make a U/U'/U2 move to secure the block on the top (so it won't go back down in the next move R'). We'll do the U/U'/U2 according to the edge blocks on the top, if there are no solved edgeblocks then it doesn't maMer. If there are already solved blocks- we want to make sure not to take
them down instead. Finally we'll make R' d' to bring back all other pieces into place.
Using this method you'll be able to quickly pair-up and store on top/boWom the ﬁrst 8 edgeblocks.
How to bring the edge pieces into the case above?
First bring both pieces into the same face using R2/L2/F2/B2 moves and U/D moves. Here is a quick
algorithm to move 2 edges into the desired posiFon (see image):

Solu9on: [ L' U L ]

Using this simple algorithm you'll be able to correctly posiFon 2 edge pieces that are on the same
face and has the same color on the mutual face (if not, just make a U' move) into the desired case.
Then just perform the corresponding algorithm [ d R U R' d' ] , and both pieces will pair-up and
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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store on the top face.
Using the method above you'll be able to bring all 8 ﬁrst edge pairs into the simple case posiFon.
Start with the easier edges that are already in this posiFon. The less edge pieces will remain, the
easier it will get.
If you have any already paired-up edges on the sides of the cube (between the front and right faces
for example) just make a simple R/R'/L/L' to put it on the top layer. For paired-up edges on the
boMom just make a double move of its side face to bring it into the top face.

Example: solving the 4th edge block.
Solu9on: [ L D' L' ] [ d' L' U L d ]
Explana9on: in this example you can see that 3 edge blocks are already formed, and the fourth is
split on the F face. In the ﬁrst 3 moves (ﬁrst brackets) we move around the edge piece at the
boMom into the "ideal" case where they are both on the side faces with diﬀerent colors on the F
face, then just solving it the way discussed above (it's the same algorithm, just on the lec side- L
instead of R)
Now all 4 edge blocks on top are formed, we'll conFnue to the next ones:
Solving 5th-8th edge blocks:
Flip the cube upside down so all the paired-up edge pieces will be on the boMom layer. Now just do
the same for the next 4 edge pairs, using the same algorithms and ideas shown above. The only
diﬀerence is that for an already-solved edge block on the side faces: instead of using R move,
execute – [R U R'] to upload the edge block into the top layer while preserving the boMom edge
blocks.

Example: solving the 8th pair.
Solu9on: [ d' L' U L d ]
(exactly the same way discussed above)
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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In this example all edge blocks on the boMom are formed, and another 3 on the top face are formed
as well. Remaining is only one to solve. It's going to be the red-white in our case (second piece is
between the Front & Lec faces). It is being solved exactly the same way as shown in the last
example.
Acer solving all 8 edge blocks on the top/boMom faces, conFnue to the last four:
Solving the last 4 edge blocks:
Solving the last 4 edge blocks is a bit trickier, however very short. Here we want the 2 twin edge
pieces to be with the same color in their mutual face (Like in the image below).
The following algorithm solves both edge pairs simultaneously while preserving all other edge
blocks & center pieces:

Algorithm: [ d R F' U R' F d' ]

This is an important algorithm; it's an algorithm you'll have to memorize in order to solve the 4x4
cube by heart. Take some Fme to get it.
Using this algorithm you will solve all 4 last edge pairs.
If the edge pieces don't have the same color on their mutual face, like in the example below, use
the following move sequence:

Solu9on: [ R F' U R' F ]

Explana9on: this algorithm will ﬂip the 2 edge pieces between the front & right faces. Now the
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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pieces will match for the case solve above.
If only one edge pair has the same color on the mutual face, while the second pair does not have
(or not even the same edge pieces), execute the algorithm anyway! That way you'll solve 1 edge
block out of the 4 remained, and conFnue Fll all 4 are solved.
That’s it! Now all edge pieces should already be paired up with each other. You might noFce the
cube looks like a regular 3x3 Rubik's cube, and that's how you are going to solve it now, as
explained in the next step instrucFons.

Step 3- Solving like a 3x3 Rubik's cube (Till last layer)
The cube now actually looks similar to a regular 3x3x3 Rubik's cube! Consider the center blocks as a
single center piece, and the edge blocks as single edge pieces.

=
In the images above you can see that the 4x4 pieces are arranged the same as the 3x3 cube.
So from now on just conFnue and solve the cube like it was a 3x3 Rubik's cube unFl the last layer
(just before orienFng the last layer)
The reason to solve only Fll the last layer, and not complete the cube, is because there are 2 special
cases in the 4x4 cube that can occur, which are impossible in the 3x3 cube. They are called pariFes.

Step 4- Solving the last layer (OLL & PLL pari9es)
These are the possible cases that can happen during the soluFon of a 4x4 cube:
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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PLL parity:

(Top view)

[ 2R2 U2 2R2 u2 2R2 2U2 ]

What is OLL parity?
OLL parity is when only one edge block is not oriented. This is an impossible case in a regular 3x3
cube. This case is solved using the algorithm above. It's important to execute the OLL parity
algorithm, if needed, before solving the last layer, because it does not preserve the last layer
pieces posiFons. The probability to encounter an OLL parity during a 4x4 solve is 50%
What is PLL parity?
PLL parity is when only 2 edge pieces are remained unsolved while the rest of the cube is fully
solved. This case also cannot happen on a 3x3 cube (reasons below), and is being ﬁxed by the PLL
parity algorithm. The PLL parity algorithm does preserve all pieces but the switched edge pieces,
and therefore can be used at the end of the solving (acer solving all other last layer pieces). The
probability to encounter a PLL parity during a 4x4 solve is 50%
Note! You might encounter a weird PLL case, where all pieces are solved but 2 corners for example.
That’s because of the PLL parity. Acer applying the PLL parity algorithm it'll become a solvable PLL
case.
Nota9ons explana9on: The PLL parity uses an internal layer movement. The number "2" shown
before the speciﬁed face leMer, means moving the internal layer of its face. Example: [2R] = [r R'].
The move "2R" can be done by moving both layers by doing r, and then returning the R face back by
doing R'. The move "2R2" means moving this internal layer twice. You can see image examples in
the intro secFon above.
Why PLL parity occurs on 4x4 cubes while it's impossible on a regular 3x3 cube?
The reason is because of the mechanics and math of the Rubik's cube. As you know, moving only 2
edge pieces while preserving all other pieces is impossible* (U-perm algorithm aﬀects 3 edge
http://www.rubiksplace.com/cubes/4x4/
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pieces, which is the lowest possible). Moving only one piece is clearly impossible (where will it go
without switching with another piece?).
Therefore, a case where only 2 edge pieces needed to be switched is an impossible case on a 3x3
cube. However, on a 4x4 cube it's not really 2 pieces, but 4 pieces, and 4 pieces needed to be
switched between is a possible case.
(* At least not by legal moves, the only possible way to do that is by disassembling the 2 pieces by
breaking the cube and assembling it wrongly (the cube will become non-solvable)
The same rules apply for all cubes (3x3, 4x4, 5x5, etc..)
What about OLL pari9es?
OLL parity happens in the 4x4 cube for the same reasons as well. The minimum number of pieces
orientaFon while preserving all other pieces is 2 (applies for all sizes of cubes). Therefore it's
impossible that only 1 edge piece will be un-oriented in a 3x3 cube. While in a 4x4 cube it is actually
2 diﬀerent edge pieces (even though we treat them as "one edge block") which is a possible case.
Acer understanding the pariFes, let's conFnue and ﬁnish solving the 4x4 cube:
If acer compleFng step 3 (solving the cube unFl the last layer) you noFced that an OLL parity occurthen apply the algorithm and conFnue in solving the last layer using the 3x3 solving technique.
Apply a PLL algorithm as well if needed.
That’s it! You had just solved the 4x4 Rubik's Revenge! Just keep and pracFce on solving the 4x4
cube Fll you'll be able to do it without using this guide. You will be happy to know that you have to
memorize only 4 algorithms for that (2 pariFes + 2 algorithms from step 2)! Congratula9ons!
565
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I hope you enjoyed solving the 4x4 Rubik's Revenge cube. You are invited to leave a comment in
our facebook page and write about your experience with your solving.
Read my best 4x4 speed cubes guide
Where I review the best 4x4 cubes today, current world records, top cubers choices and where to
get them. They are much faster and pleasant for solving and cost usually less than the original
rubiks 4x4.
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